SEE THE ENTIRE

THE COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION YOU NEED

IN ONE, CONVENIENT ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

NOREGON® KNOWS...

✓ CAN
✓ J1587
✓ J1708
✓ ISO9141
✓ J1939
✓ OBD-II
✓ ISO15765

JPRO®

FAST
Connect to and read the entire vehicle — in under 1 minute

EASY
Easy to use tool providing clear & understandable information for quick diagnosis, service & repair

ALL-INCLUSIVE
All makes, all models for class 3-8 vehicle coverage; bi-directional controls & proprietary information for Mack, Volvo, Detroit Diesel, Cummins, Ford, GM and Sprinter.
(For full class 3-8 model coverage listing, see pg. 5)
VEHICLE

ONE Click, ONE Pass, ONE Screen
— All in Less than a Minute

Examining the Home Screen

1. **Vehicle Roll Call**
   View all available ECUs found on the vehicle

2. **Vehicle Readiness**
   Important vehicle health status notifications

3. **Vehicle Inspection Report**
   Customizable PM Inspection checklists for diagnosis

4. **Reports**
   Vehicle Health Status, LOV and Trip Reports

5. **Data Monitor**
   Graph & Review critical data (Electrical, Power Diagrams, Switches, Status Indicators & more)

6. **Aftertreatment Diagnostics**
   View all system sensors and validate cause of derate

7. **Bi-Directional Tests**
   Perform tests and parameter changes

8. **Over 44,000 DTCs**
   Easy to read & understand OEM level fault codes

9. **Next Step™ Service Information**
   Engine repair information & OEM troubleshooting guides

10. **Key Data Points**
    Pertinent vehicle information on the home screen
Next Step Service Information module helps speed up repair times by providing users with detailed engine repair information and troubleshooting guides for ABS & Transmissions – with the click of a button.

+ Troubleshooting Guides
+ Wiring Diagrams
+ Removal and Installation Guides
+ Hi-Res Connector and Parts Location
+ Detailed Component specifications

Note: Requires Internet connectivity.
**JPRO Professional covers heavy & medium-duty OEMs (Class 3–8)**

### INCLUDED HEAVY-DUTY TESTS

**JPRO Heavy-Duty Command Module**

**DETROIT DIESEL**

- Bi-Directional support for ‘00-'16 Detroit engines, includes:
  - Cylinder cut out tests for '00 to '14
  - DPF service regen
  - SCR system - output component test
  - SCR ADS self check
  - Idle shutdown enable/disable & time set

**CUMMINS**

- Bi-directional support for Cummins engines, includes:
  - Cylinder cut out tests
  - DPF Service Regen
  - Trip reset
  - Aftertreatment reset
  - Fuel Injector reset
  - Fuel Injector Calibration
  - VGT Hysteresis Test
  - Turbo Calibration

**MACK & VOLVO**

- Bi-Directional support for Mack & Volvo EPA ‘07, ‘10, & ‘13 engines, includes:
  - Cylinder cut out
  - DPF service regen
  - Learned data reset
  - Set max and min cruise speeds
  - Set road speed limits
  - Set idle shut down times
  - Enable or disable cruise control
  - Trip Reports & Life of Vehicle Reports

*NOTE*: Reports only available on Mack EPA ‘07 & newer vehicles with DataMax parameter enabled. Reports available only on Volvo ‘12 & newer with DataMax parameter enabled.

### INCLUDED MEDIUM-DUTY TESTS

**FORD**

- Supports '04 - '16 Ford Models: Ford, Econoline E-Series, Transit Connect, Transit Vehicles
- Supports ISO 15765 & ISO 14229 messages
- Read and clear faults, read freeze frames, sensor data and display emission test results
- Run diagnostic tests on components such as the KOEO On Demand Self Test
- Enables support for Ford, Sprinter, ISUZU, Fuso and HINO OBD-II emissions faults and data

**GM**

- Supports '02 to '15 GM models:
  - GMC & Chevy full sized trucks; 1500, 2500 & 3500; GMC Express & Chevy Savana; All GM Medium Duty Vehicles
  - Supports J1850 VPW & GMLAN messages
  - Read and clear faults, read freeze frames, sensor data & display emission test results
  - Supports cylinder cut-outs on diesel & gasoline engines years '02-'13 (except GM vehicles with CAT engines)
  - Tests for '10-'12 Express/Savana with 6.0L gas engines
  - Enables support for Ford, Sprinter, Isuzu, Fuso and HINO OBD-II emissions fault data

*NOTE*: Only the powertrain components are supported on '16 GM vehicles

**SPRINTER**

- Supports 2007-2015 Sprinter vehicles:
  - Read and clear faults, read sensor data & display emission test results
  - Supports EPA ‘07 diesel engine tests:
    - Cylinder cut out
    - Compression test
    - DPF regen
    - Injector quantity adjustment
    - Mass air flow sensor initialization
    - Initialize rail pressure
  - Supports '07-'15 instrument cluster tests:
    - Oil change reset
    - Display dimmer test routine
    - Gauge sweep test
    - LCD display test routine
    - Speaker test routine
  - Supports tire pressure monitor - tire pressure sensor test

### JPRO® PROFESSIONAL | All Makes, All Models Coverage

**BODY & CHASSIS**

- Bluebird
- Ford
- Freightliner
- GM
- International
- Kenworth
- Mack
- Peterbilt
- Sprinter
- Sterling
- Thomas Built
- Volvo
- Western Star

**ENGINES**

- CAT
- Cummins
- Detroit Diesel
- Ford
- GM
- International
- Mack
- Mercedes
- PACCAR MX
- Sprinter
- Volvo
- Allison
- Detroit
- Eaton
- Ford
- GM
- Mack
- Sprinter
- Volvo
- ZF

**TRANSmissions**

- Allison
- Detroit
- Eaton
- Ford
- GM
- Mack
- Sprinter
- Volvo
- ZF

**ABS**

- Bendix
- Ford
- GM
- Haldex
- Sprinter
- Wabash
- WABCO

For detailed coverage visit: jprofleetproducts.com/coverage
JPRO Professional Diagnostic Toolbox
P/N: 263025-NS

INCLUDES:
+ JPRO Professional Diagnostic Software (Annual Subscription)
+ Next StepTM Service Information
+ Panasonic Toughbook CF-53**
+ DLA+ 2.0 Adapter*
+ Type 2 Vehicle Cables (6-Pin & 9-Pin)
+ Type-B OBDII Cables (Ford, GM, Sprinter, Mack & Volvo)
+ USB Cable

DON’T NEED THE COMPUTER?
JPRO Professional Diagnostic Software & Adapter Kit
P/N: 232125-NS

INCLUDES:
+ JPRO Professional Diagnostic Software (Annual Subscription)
+ Next StepTM Service Information
+ DLA+ 2.0 Adapter*
+ Type-2 Vehicle Cables (6-Pin, 9-Pin)
+ Type-B OBDII Cables (Ford, GM, Sprinter, Mack & Volvo)
+ USB Cable

JUST WANT JPRO® SOFTWARE?
JPRO Professional Diagnostic Software
P/N: 212100-NS

INCLUDES:
+ JPRO Professional Diagnostic Software (Annual Subscription)
+ Next StepTM Service Information
(see pg. 5 for JPRO Professional parameter tests & functionality)

* Adapters include a 1 year Limited Manufacturer’s Warranty; **Panasonic CF-53 includes a 3 year limited Manufacturer’s Warranty
Vehicle Adapter Kits

P/N: 122061  DLA+ 2.0 Adapter Kit
(Includes: DLA+ 2.0 Adapter, Type 2 Vehicle Cables (9-pin & 6-pin), OBD-II Type B Cables (Ford, GM, Sprinter, Mack & Volvo), USB Cable & Adapter Kit Carry case)

Trailer Adapter Kits

P/N: 122511  Trailer Diagnostic Adapter Kit
(Includes: Trailer Diagnostic Adapter, Power Supply Cable, 7-Pin J-560 T-Connector Cable & USB Cable)

NOTE: The J-560 Power Supply cable allows connection directly to the trailer using a secondary power source that energizes the trailer’s multi-pole connector

JPRO Professional Products W/OUT Next Step™

P/N: 263025  JPRO Professional Diagnostic Toolbox (Annual Subscription)
P/N: 232125  JPRO Professional Software & Adapter Kit (Annual Subscription)
P/N: 212100  JPRO Professional Software Bundle (Annual Subscription)

JPRO Professional Subscription Renewals

P/N: 40175  JPRO Professional Software Renewal
P/N: 40175-NS  JPRO Professional Software w/ Next Step Renewal
P/N: 31138-A  Next Step™ Service Information Module Renewal

Third Party Software

P/N: 31120  Allison DOC
P/N: 31116  International ServiceMAXX
P/N: 31117  International Diamond Logic Builder
P/N: 32135  Heavy-Duty ABS Software Bundle
(Includes: Bendix ACOM, Meritor WABCO TOOLBOX, Haldex ABS, Wabash ABS)
P/N: 35302  Isuzu IDSS – Green (one year subscription) w/ cable

Replacement Parts & Cables

For replacement adapter, cables & other products please call: 855-889-JPRO (5776)

DID YOU KNOW?

You can shorten overall repair times with JPRO.

With quick & complete diagnostic capabilities JPRO can significantly decrease downtime and increase your revenue.

Repair more & make more, with JPRO.

Need more information? Visit: JPROFleetProducts.com or call 855-889-5776.